Jo8    COPY FOR AS TOU LIKE IT, 1623
popular play of 1600 was the product of a revision of
the 1593 version. Did this revision give us the text
exactly as it has come dowri to us? Substantially, we
think, but not entirely. For, we confess to grave
suspicions of the Hymen masque in £. 4., which may
well have been added by some writer for the King's
Men at any date between r 600 and 1623. It is perhaps
worth while recording our impression that the writer
in question may have been the unknown dramatist
responsible for the non-Shakespearian portions of
Measure for Measure.
As regards the manuscript which was used as copy!
by the F. compositors we have nothing very .definite to
say. That it was prompt-copy of a kind is shown by
directions like 'Wrafde' and 'Shout* in i. 2. but we
are very doubtful whether it possessed any very close
connexion with Shakespeare's original. Neither the
spelling nor the punctuation is strikingly Shakespearian,
while one or two curious errors such as *muft' (much)
2.1.49; 'theywould' (thywound) 2.4.43; "defying*
(deifying) 3. 2. 355 remind us of the auditory misprints
of Errors (v. pp. 66-8). Furthermore, the general
baldness of the stage-directions and the fact that the
text, though demonstrably revised, contains few if any
bibliographical clues of textual disturbance point in the
direction of transcription, possibly from players' parts.
D.W.
POSTSCRIPT: 1947
I should now reconsider some of the argument from
* verse-fossils* in the light of Sir Edmund Chambers5
criticism (William Shakespeare, 1930, i, 233-34), though
my experience with I Henry IV convinces me that the theory
is not so far-fetched as my critic imagines (see The Origins
and Development of Shakespeare's 'Henry IV* in *The
Library', 4th Ser. xxvi, pp. 14-15). On the other hand,
an important article by Mr John Wilcox, entitled * Putting
Jaques into As You Like It* in The Modern Language Review
for 1941 (xxxvi, pp. 388-94) has greatly strengthened the
case for a Shakespearian revision.

